
Provi is the fastest growing eCommerce platform being adopted by retailers and distributors in
the beverage alcohol industry. Run by people who have worked across the three tiers and from
leading technology companies, Provi offers distributors a best-in-class opportunity to be where
your increasingly digitally native retailer is submitting online orders.

Not all retailers are looking for the same online ordering solution. So many of our distributor
partners who are looking to drive adoption of online ordering often leverage Provi in combination
with one or more other solutions. However, retailers love the ease of ordering on Provi and our
focus on actively supporting retailer onboarding and their ongoing use of the platform means our
distributor partners can count on reaping the efficiencies that online ordering brings to your
operations.

Provi lets your sales team reinvest hours each week by feeding Provi orders directly into your
route accounting system, transforming your sales reps from order takers into consultants that
drive distribution and in-market execution. You can also maintain the accuracy of your portfolio
by connecting your inventory to Provi, enabling you to display personalized pricing, deals, mix
and match and current inventory to existing and future customers. Provi Storefronts can also
differentiate you from the competition and help customers discover the products you
recommend. You can even use your custom Storefront link on sales collateral or add it to your
website to better track the ROI of your efforts.

Provi is currently in 30 states and expanding rapidly. We are quickly becoming the preferred
ordering platform for many national and regional chain account buyers. In addition to online
ordering, Provi has rolled out enhanced content and payment options for retailers in select
areas, so they can not only order on Provi, but also pay their distributor directly through the
platform. Simply put, Provi is your all-in-one ordering platform to provide a higher level of service
to your retail customers.

Discover how you can get started at www.provi.com.

https://www.provi.com/solutions/distributors

